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A large aperture transmissive step-steering screen composed of a liquid crystal microprism array (LCMPA)
deflector and a 90° twisted nematic liquid crystal (TN LC) polarization modulator is developed. The designed
3 in. (7.62 cm) device provides a steering angle of 0.95° that differs from the projected value by only 1.26% and
the angular difference caused by dispersion is less than 5%. Using two-layer cascaded screens a three-direction
beam steering system for stereoscopic displays is achieved with a steering step of 0.95°, undesired residual polari-
zation contrast less than 2%, and high optical uniformity. © 2016 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: (230.3720) Liquid-crystal devices; (230.4000) Microstructure fabrication; (230.5480) Prisms; (260.1180) Crystal optics;

(260.1440) Birefringence.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Beam steering technologies have been widely applied in many
areas, such as free-space point-to-point communication in aero-
space, optical tracking and sensing in projection displays, laser
marking in industry, and optical switches and interconnects
in telecommunications. The majority of beam steering technol-
ogies usually work with mechanically moving parts, such as
MEMS-controllable microlens arrays [1] and electrostatic comb
drive-actuated micromirrors [2]. These have been employed to
steer laser beams in free-space optical interconnect systems and
linear arrays have been used in biomedical image processes [3].
However, these systems are rather bulky, have slow speed, require
a complex manufacturing process, and incorporate moving ele-
ments. To overcome these limitations, a series of nonmechanical
beam steering techniques have been developed recently. For
example, a dielectrophoresis-tilted prism was demonstrated by
Lin in which the driving voltage and small aperture issues need
to be solved [4]. Polarization gratings diffractive and active
phased beam steering design methods were presented but were
only suitable for narrowband wavelength [5–11]. Electrowetting
microprisms were utilized to steer the beam under high opera-
tion voltages by Smith [12]. An acoustic metasurface demon-
strated to fulfill the beam steering function by using tapered
labyrinthine metamaterials by Xie [13].

Our research is focused on the development of a large-
aperture planar step-steering screen for stereoscopic applica-
tions; it should operate in the transmissive mode, have fast

speed, and accurate beam steering angle. The device was
developed for the specific purpose of steering the light output
from a fast display in order to achieve spatiotemporal multiplex-
ing for a super multiview 3D display [14]. In the proposed ster-
eoscopic display system, the linearly polarized visible light from
a monitor with the viewing angle�30° should be steered in the
−0.95° (left), 0° (original), and 0.95° (right) directions.

For the selection of the most suitable material and design for
this application we have analyzed the above approaches thor-
oughly. The majority of them were disregarded due to different
reasons, such as small aperture, bulky construction, high
driving voltage, low speed, etc. We realized that the most suit-
able class of devices for our purpose is liquid crystal related. For
the development of a light deflector we have chosen the concept
of liquid crystal microprism arrays (LCMPAs), which excel in
large aperture, sheet-like shape, high optical quality, low driving
voltage, high pointing speed, and broadband operation. The
combination of the optical birefringence effect and a periodic
prism deviation structure is the core of this design. The deflec-
tion angles of ordinary ray (O-ray) and extraordinary ray
(E -ray) in this configuration are distinctly different and switch-
ing between them can be carried out by changing polarization
direction of light before entering this device. Regarding the
polarization modulator, a 90° twisted nematic (TN) cell
operating in the Mauguin mode was employed.

In this paper, we demonstrate a novel liquid crystal beam
steering screen which consists of two cascaded identical layers
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of 90° TN LC cell/LCMPA pairs. The working principle,
fabrication, and test results of the steering screen are also pre-
sented. The experimental results show that the liquid crystal
beam steering screen is suitable for broadband wavelength
operation with low dispersion and low residual undesired beam
intensity of orthogonal polarization.

2. CONFIGURATION AND PRINCIPLE OF THE
LIQUID CRYSTAL BEAM STEERING SCREEN

The beam steering screen consists of a 90° TN LC cell and a
passive birefringent LCMPA, which are used as the polarization
modulator and light beam deflector, respectively. The 90° TN
LC cell has two states as a polarization modulator. When a
voltage is applied, it works as a transparent plate and the polari-
zation state remains unchanged. When no voltage is applied it
operates as a polarization rotator in the waveguide property
mode and polarization rotated by 90°. In order to meet broad-
band demand, the 90° TN LC cell works under the Mauguin
condition to ensure wavelength independence. As birefringent
materials such as calcite, rutile, and quartz are difficult to be
made in large size at low cost, we selected LC for our birefrin-
gent prism array; this has a large range of birefringence, and it is
also a mature commercial product and has the potential to be
fabricated in larger sizes. The proposed LCMPA structure sche-
matic diagram (not drawn to scale) is shown in Fig. 1, where
the birefringent LC prism is formed between the glass substrate
and the polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) micro prism-array
(MPA) substrate. It can deviate theO-ray and E -ray in different
directions. The optical axis is defined as the long axis of the
liquid crystal molecule in the voids as labeled in Fig. 1.

Figure 2 shows the working principle of the beam steering
screen. Only several units of prism cross section are depicted to
illustrate the principle. The LC director of the 90° TN LC cell
closest to the incident light is parallel to the incident light
polarization; the optical axis of the passive LCMPA is parallel
to the rear layer LC director of the 90° TN LC cell to satisfy the
condition that output linear polarization of light from the TN
cell is either parallel or perpendicular to the optical axis of the
LCMPA. The two operating states are illustrated in Fig. 2.
When the operating voltage V � 0, the output light is de-
flected to other direction with its polarization rotated by
90°, as shown in Fig. 2(a). When the operating voltage is ap-
plied, the incident linearly polarized light propagates through
the two devices and keeps continuing in the original direction

with no change in its polarization state, as shown in Fig. 2(b).
Double refraction created by the birefringent LCMPA is
utilized in order to provide two different deflection angles.

A pair of antiparallel identical steering screens for use in an
autostereoscopic display is illustrated in Fig. 3. In this case one
incident light beam can be steered in three directions by con-
trolling two TN LC cells. In the absence of the applied voltage,
the linearly polarized light transmitted by the 90° TN LC cell
has its polarization rotated by 90°. When linearly polarized light
passes through a two-layer cascaded beam steering screen sys-
tem, there are four output conditions, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
However, since both prism layers have the same facet angle,
there are only three different output directions as the deflection
in one direction is exactly canceled out by a second deflection in
the opposite direction. Additionally, the output light polariza-
tion state and deflection direction corresponding to the
operation states of the two TN LC cells are listed in Fig. 3.

Fig. 1. Schematic of the proposed LCMPA device.

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the beam steering screen. (a) The
90° TN LC cell without applied voltage. (b) The 90° TN LC cell with
applied voltage.

Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of the proposed cascaded steering
screens.
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Under condition 1, the light beam is deflected to the left
direction by angle βL. It continues to propagate without refrac-
tion and deviation under conditions 0 and 2 (angle βC in
Fig. 3). Finally, under condition 3, the light is deflected to
the right side by angle βR . Assuming for the sake of simplifi-
cation that the refractive indices of glass, the prism array, and
the ordinary refractive index of liquid crystal have all the same
value, the deviation angles βL and βR can be calculated as

βL � arcsin
�
no �

�
arcsin

�ne � sin α

no

�
− α

��
≈ �Δn�α; (1)

βC � 0; (2)

βR � arcsin
�
no � sin

�
α − arcsin

�ne � sin α

no

���
≈ �−Δn�α;

(3)

where Δn � ne − no, is the birefringence of the LC; no and ne
are ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices, respectively, of
the LC; and α is the apex angle of the prism array.

According to Eqs. 1–3, the steering angle is determined by
the apex angle of the prism and the birefringence of the LC. For
larger deflection angles, increasing the apex angle of the prism
or the birefringence of the LC separately or together are the
commonly used methods. The limited birefringence Δn of
the LC and the total internal reflection at the LC-to-MPA in-
terface are the two main limitations for the larger deviation
angles. However, the larger deviation angle can be achieved
by cascading layers of the LCMPA. For example, if two layers
of the same LCMPA are cascaded in parallel, the output
steering angle will be doubled.

3. FABRICATION

The 75 mm × 75 mm LCMPA sample fabricated in our
laboratory is shown in Fig. 4. The proposed LCMPA is com-
posed of a top MPA substrate made of PMMA and a bottom
glass substrate, and sandwich LC in the middle. The key proc-
ess in the fabrication of the LCMPA is the LC alignment in the
prismatic voids. The optical axis parallel to the prism pattern is
adopted in our case as it is much easier to obtain than the
perpendicular alignment. Conventional rubbing treatment is
used for the glass substrate. However, it is unsuitable for a non-
flat MPA substrate, and photoalignment is thus employed on
its surface as the advanced technique for this case. The benefits

of photoalignment that without causing rubbing trace, electric
charging, and noncontact technology provide effective control
of the basic anchoring parameters: easy orientation axis, pretilt
angle, and anchoring energy [15]. Therefore, the combination
of rubbing (glass substrate) and photoalignment (MPA sub-
strate) are used to enhance the LCMPA structure. The LC
alignment direction is the optical axis indicated by the red
arrow in Fig. 4. The thickness of the LCMPA is only 2.9 mm
including a 1.8 mm MPA substrate and 1.1 mm glass substrate.

The detailed fabrication processing of the proposed LCMPA
is presented as follows. The azobenzene sulfuric dye SD1 [16]
was dissolved in 2-ethoxyethanol with the concentration of
1 wt. %. A solution that had been filtered to 0.45 μm particle
size was spin-coated on a well-cleaned MPA substrate at
800 rpm for 5 s then at 3000 rpm for 30 s. The SD1 coated
on the MPA was baked at 60° in an oven for 5 min. Then, the
surface was irradiated with a linearly polarized 450 nm blue
light source for 30 min. Blue light exposure induced an effec-
tive reorientation of SD1 molecules, which was perpendicular
to the polarization direction of activating light. The SD1 mol-
ecules used as the orientation layer in the voids provide LC
alignment comparable to that of rubbed polyimide film
[17]. The next stage was the preparation of the glass substrate.
It was spin-coated with polyimide, baked in the oven at 230°
for 30 min for the imidization of polyimide, and then unidirec-
tionally rubbed. Finally, the two substrates were combined in
such a manner that the axes of alignment induced on these two
substrates were parallel to each other. Afterward, the cell was
glued and then its prismatic voids were filled with nematic
LC by capillary forces.

For preparation of the steering device, we used a commer-
cially available MPA substrate with a thickness 1.8 mm, apex
angle 11°, and facet pitch 0.508 mm. Next, LC parameters
were optimized based on the requirement of a 0.952° steering
angle for the autostereoscopic system. Substituting deflection
angle β � 0.952°, apex angle α � 11°, and no � 1.5 in
Eqs. 1–3, the other two parameters of LC, Δn � 0.0857
and ne � 1.5857, are obtained. The ordinary refractive index
no equal to the refractive index of glass and PMMA is to ensure
the middle beam in the original direction and the left–right
beam symmetry after refraction. The MLC-7800-000 nematic
LC from the Merck Company with Δn � 0.0854 at 589 nm is
selected. Its birefringence Δn decreases toward the longer wave-
lengths, as shown in Fig. 5 (left y-axis). The relationship
between the calculated deviation angle and wavelength is plot-
ted in Fig. 5 (right y-axis). The two curves demonstrate the
same variation trend. It indicates that the major difference
of deviation angle with wavelength is due to the dispersion
of the LC material.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Optical Performance of LCMPA
To estimate the optical performance of the LCMPA, several
preliminary experiments are implemented using a wave-
length-tunable laser. Figure 6 shows a schematic diagram of
the experimental setup used for testing the steering angle
and dispersion of the LCMPA device. A tunable laser is used
as the light source and its output passes through a polarizerFig. 4. 75 mm × 75 mm LCMPA samples.
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plate that acts as an optical modulator and allows only light
with a specific linear polarization to pass through it. A white-
board, which is used to record the beam position, is placed at a
known distance. The developed LCMPA sample is inserted be-
hind the polarizer with the glass substrate side toward the light
source because the plane surface as the incidence plane is
effective for reducing the refraction, scattering, and residual
light diffraction.

The laser beam lands on the whiteboard at 10.2 cm when
without the LCMPA sample. When the LCMPA sample is
placed in the optical path, the incident light whose polarization
is perpendicular to the optical axis of the LCMPA reaches the
whiteboard at its original position of 10.2 cm. When the in-
cident light polarization is parallel to the optical axis of the
LCMPA, it is deflected to a new position of 9.4 cm on
the whiteboard (Fig. 7). The viewing distance between the
LCMPA and whiteboard is 47.5 cm. The deviation angle
can be calculated by β � arctan (D∕L), whereD is the distance
between two light spots and L is the observation distance
between the whiteboard and LCMPA. According to the above
equation, the measured deviation angle is 0.964°. Compared to
the designed deviation angle of 0.952°, the error between the
experimental and design value is less than 1.26%. The reason
for the difference between the theoretical and experiment
values may be due to the structural variation in fabrication.

Three primary wavelengths (450, 546, and 632 nm) are
selected for measuring the dispersion, which are matched to

the peak transmission wavelengths of the color filters in a liquid
crystal display. Figure 7 is a record of the laser beam position on
the whiteboard when the incident light polarization is parallel
or perpendicular to the optical axis of the LCMPA. The exper-
imental results show that the three colored light spots are
located so close to each other under the same condition so that
the distance caused by dispersion is less than 2 mm. The steer-
ing distances between the light spots of orthogonal polarization
of blue, green, and red spots are ∼0.82, ∼0.8, and ∼0.78 cm
(the readout of spot position was determined using the
Microsoft paint and the accuracy of the readout is about
�30 μm). This means that corresponding deviation angles
are 0.989°, 0.964°, and 0.941° and thus light dispersions are
2.6% (��0.989° − 0.964°�∕0.964°) and 2.4% ���0.964° −
0.941°�∕0.964°� with the 546 nm as reference. When the view-
ing screen is at 1200 mm, the distance between the red spot and
blue spot caused by dispersion on the whiteboard is 0.52 mm
(� tan�0.989° − 0.964°� × 1200 mm). The closer the viewing
screen, the smaller is the dispersion. This result is consistent
with the theoretical calculations showing that the steering angle
decreases as the wavelength increases.

In Fig. 8, the deviation angle with an incidence angle vary-
ing from −30° to �30° with an interval of 5° at three wave-
lengths is displayed. From the plots of the theoretical and
experimental results it is apparent that the deviation angle in-
creases with the increasing incidence angle regardless of the
wavelength dispersion. The experimental results are close to

Fig. 5. MLC-7800-000 birefringence and deviation angle as a
function of wavelength.

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup for measuring
a single layer of the steering screen.

Fig. 7. Record of laser beam positions on the whiteboard when the
incident linear polarization is parallel (top) or perpendicular (bottom)
to the optical axis of LCMPA.

Fig. 8. Experiment deviation angle varied in large incident angle.
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the theoretical values. The difference between the theoretical
and experimental results is due to the theoretical calculations
being made assuming ideal conditions; the dispersion of each
layer of material is not taken into consideration. With the
incidence angle from −30° to�30°, the experimental deviation
angles are in the range of 0.936°–1.078°. This means, there
is around 11.8% (��1.078 − 0.964�∕0.964), 2.38 mm
(� tan�1.078°−0.964°�×1200 mm) distance shift at 1200 mm
on the viewing screen at�30° incident light input compared to
the normal incidence. The measured results indicate that the
LCMPA device is suitable for a large variation in input angles;
it only gives a beam deviation difference of 11% with a �30°
change in incident angle.

Finally we consider response time of the proposed screen.
Because the LCMPA is a passive device, the system drive con-
trol and speed are dependent on the TN LC cells. Our in-house
made 75 mm × 75 mm × 2.2 mm (W × L × T ) TN LC cell
needed about 10 V operation voltage and demonstrated quite
slow response time ∼100 ms. As is well known, the response
time of the TN LC cell can be decreased to the range of
milliseconds by reducing thickness and optimizing properties
of the LC [18]. However, this cell will not work in the
Mauguin regime anymore and so its response will be wave-
length dependent. To keep the advantage of thick TN cells,
in the future we plan to replace conventional nematic LC
by dual-frequency nematic LC, which gives fast electro-optic
response (in the range of several milliseconds) even in the
Mauguin mode [19].

B. Two-Layer Cascade of LCMPAs
A two-layer cascaded steering screen was designed for use in a
new design of autostereoscopic display where the light output
from the display screen should be sequentially directed in three
different discrete directions. The second LCMPA is antiparallel
to the first LCMPA (as illustrated in Fig. 3) so that the position
of the original light spot will be in the middle of the three
steered spots. Finally, a total thickness about 10.2 mm for
the compressive beam steering system is achieved. In order
to automatically control the light spot steering from condition
0 to condition 3, an integrated field programmable gate array
system for the TN LC cell driver was designed. The experimen-
tal setup for measuring the cascaded system is shown in Fig. 9.

A single-wavelength laser of 532.8 nm was used as a light
source to measure the steering angle. The light beam was se-
quentially steered to three different positions on the white-
board. The positions of three static light spots at three
statuses are shown in Fig. 10. The light beam arrived at the
original position on the whiteboard at condition 2, whose steer-
ing angle was defined as 0° for reference, as shown in the middle
photograph of Fig. 10. To easily observe the dynamic beam
steering, a video was recorded, as shows the Visualization 1
in Fig. 10. At conditions 1 and 3, the laser beams were steered
to the left and right with steering angles −0.9548°
(� arctatan�−1.75 cm∕105 cm�) and 0.9548°, respectively,
as shown in the top and bottom of Fig. 10. The same left
and right steering angle is required in the stereoscopic display
system. The result shows that the measured steering angle
0.9548° of two cascaded layers is close to the angle of
0.964° of one single layer LCMPA. There is about 1%

(��0.964 − 0.9548�∕0.964� difference, which might be due
to the system assembly. In this way the two-layer cascaded beam
steering system can be used to steer light from the entire screen
light to the three directions required.

When the desired polarization light spot reaches the white-
board, the undesired orthogonal polarization light spot is also
visible. This is referred to as the polarization residual spot and
its effect is important as it causes cross talk in the display. The
polarization residual contrast ratio is defined as the ratio of the
desired polarization output to its orthogonal nondesired com-
ponent residual spot. For this two-layer cascaded system, there
are two residual light spots at one condition. The power of the
light spot was measured by a Konica Minolta CL-500A spectro-
photometer. The measured residual polarization spot contrast is
listed in Table 1. The maximal residual spot contrast ratio is
2.0% at condition 1, which is lower than that of a diffractive
wave plate [5]. Although these are initial experimental devices,
the performances of the LCMPA and 90° TN LC cell are

Fig. 9. Experimental setup for the cascaded steering screen system.

Fig. 10. Beam steering spots land on the whiteboard under three
conditions. (See Visualization 1.)
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sufficiently good to meet the requirements of our developed
autostereoscopic display system.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have demonstrated a two-layer cascaded beam
steering screen system using 75 mm × 75 mm LCMPAs and
90° TN LC cells. The system automatically steers the light
beam to three designed directions (−0.95°, 0°, and �0.95°)
in sequence by an integrated drive controller. The dispersion
mainly caused by the LC material is about 2.6%, which means
that the dispersion of the LCMPA is sufficiently low for it to be
ignored for close viewing distances in 3D display application
[20]. The difference of the steering angle is about 11.8% at
30° oblique incidence compared to the normal incidence.
Moreover, the undesired residual polarization intensity of
the beam was less than 2%, which is sufficient for our initial
prototype.

The developed steering screen system has large size, thin
compact structure, requires only simple fabrication, and con-
trols broadband light with a precise steering angle. It was dem-
onstrated that the light from a large aperture source, such as a
display screen, can be steered to the target directions with an
acceptably small error. Such a device has many potential appli-
cations in photonic and displays, particularly in the area of 3D
display. However, for the latter application, the problem of slow
response of the device is required to be solved. We solved this
problem with the use of dual-frequency LC in the TN cells
operating in the Mauguin mode. By this way, we intend to keep
low dispersion of the steering screen and gain faster response
time approximating the value required for the 3D display
(∼1 ms) [14].

Funding. National Research Foundation Singapore (NRF)
(NRF-CRP11-2012-01).
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